Lexus gs500

The same car had been launched in as the Toyota Aristo in Japan. It continued using the Toyota
Aristo name for the Japanese market until January Four generations of the GS have been
produced since , each available with six-cylinder engines and rear-wheel drive. V8 engines were
also offered in all generations, and all-wheel drive and hybrid versions debuted in Previously,
all-wheel drive versions were already made available in the Japanese-market S series Aristo.
The first two generations had a Japanese domestic market equivalent, the Toyota Aristo aristo
is Greek for "the best" , which was sold from until the Lexus marque 's domestic debut in
Though largely identical in exterior and interior design, the GS and the Aristo differed in their
engine and transmission combinations as well as equipment packages. The GS name stands for
Grand Sedan. The first generation Lexus GS began sales in the United States, Europe and
selected markets in Asia in , where it was introduced with an inline-6 engine and exterior
bodywork designed by Italdesign Giugiaro. The second generation model premiered in , using a
new platform, [6] in-house styling, and adding a V8 version for the first time outside Japan. The
third generation GS, which premiered globally for the model year, was produced in V6 , V8 , and
hybrid versions, the latter known as the GS h. The third generation models were the first GS
sedans to be badged as such in the Japanese domestic market. The seventh generation ES is
the first to be sold in Europe, replacing the GS in spite of being a front-wheel drive car.
Italdesign Giugiaro began the first design drawings of the GS in The offered color schemes
included single-tone bumper and body finishes, [12] along with dual-tone schemes. Similarities
with an Italdesign concept car which debuted in , the Jaguar Kensington , led some observers
to suggest that the GS was derived from its design, but the firm has stated that the GS was
developed earlier. Built at Toyota's Tahara assembly plant in Japan, production of the Aristo
involved more automation than previous vehicles built at the Tahara factory; robots performed
4, welds on each body, while only eight spot welds were performed by hand. The 3. In , a third
model, the V8 -powered 4. Lexus only offered the GS with the 3. For the interior, the GS featured
walnut wood trim on the center console , leather seating, an automatic tilt-and-telescoping
steering wheel, and the option of a Nakamichi premium stereo system. Driver and front
passenger airbags were standard. The GS was intended to take the price position of the original
LS flagship, which had moved upmarket since its launch. However, sales of the GS were
modest, with seeing the greatest sales at 19, sold that year. Sales dropped in later years as the
Japanese yen rose in value against the dollar and made the vehicle more expensive than its
rivals. Production of the first generation GS sedan ended in July In , after sales commenced for
the first generation S series, development began on the successor under the internally known
codenamed S The design process began under chief engineer Yasushi Nakagawa in May and by
November after 18 months of design work, the final production design by Akihiro Nagaya was
approved by the executive board. VVT-i was now standard, resulting in an increase of torque.
The twin-turbocharged version was available with electronic four-wheel steering , VSC
electronic stability control and an automatic transmission with a manual sequential mode. The
second generation sedans used a new front-engine, rear-wheel drive midsize platform, also
featured in the Japanese-market Toyota Crown. Inside, electroluminescent Optitron gauges
were offered for the first time, along with an upgraded stereo system. For export markets, the
second generation GS began production in the JZS body style on 4 August and was officially
launched in October Lexus offered the GS once again and featured a slightly revised version of
the previous generation's 3. Both models featured a five-speed automatic transmission with the
GS receiving steering wheel shift buttons. As with the S series, no turbocharged variants were
offered outside Japan. The U. It also made Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for through A
facelift in , for the model year was the only major design change of the second generation GS.
There was a slightly revised grille and subtly tinted headlamps on the front end. Xenon
headlamps became standard equipment with the V8 engine and optional on six-cylinder cars.
More interior wood trim was added, and steering wheel shift buttons were added to the GS The
V8 engine also received a 0. The GS took 5. Also in , Lexus added a limited production GS
"SportDesign" edition for North America, featuring the sport suspension from the GS , wider
tires, and polished alloy wheels. For the third quarter of , production of the GS SportDesign was
limited to a run of 3, units vs. In , development commenced on a successor to the S under chief
engineer, Shigetoshi Miyoshi. Styling for both the exterior and interior was done under lead
designer Yasuhide Hosoda between and , during which L-finesse came to fruition in The third
generation GS first appeared as a pre-production vehicle at the North American International
Auto Show on 5 January, riding on a then new architecture N platform , with the production
version being shown at the same show in January Production of the third generation began on
24 January , without release of an equivalent Toyota Aristo, as Toyota had introduced the Lexus
channel to Japan and sought to align all world markets using Lexus as their luxury brand
worldwide. The third generation GS was the introductory Lexus model for the marque's new

L-finesse design philosophy, indicating the future direction of the Lexus lineup; it featured a
fastback profile, retained quad headlights, LED tailamps, and one-piece bumpers. All GS models
at launch featured a new six-speed automatic sequential shift gearbox. An all-wheel drive
system was made available in the GS GS Hybrid production started in February V8 and hybrid
models also featured an adaptive suspension system that individually altered suspension
damper firmness. Standard safety features on the GS ranged from multiple airbags, including
knee airbags and front row side torso airbags , [27] to adaptive headlights, anti-lock braking ,
electronic brakeforce distribution , brake assist and electronic stability control. The radar-based
pre-collision system with an autonomous cruise control system was optional. The GS h was
among the first vehicles to receive the infrared Driver Monitoring System for driver
attentiveness. The GS interior was available with leather bird's-eye maple or walnut trim. Unique
to the Lexus GS series was a three-pod instrument cluster with machined aluminum facings and
an electrochromic feature. Optional features ranged from a power moonroof to a discrete 5. The
GS h retains its position as the most expensive in the GS lineup, and has faster acceleration
than the GS , though the GS is lighter and has a higher top speed. Along with the introduction of
the GS , the GS lineup received a mid-cycle styling refresh, including a revised front bumper,
headlights and grille, turn signals added to the side mirrors, and new wheel options and exterior
colors. The interior received a redesigned steering wheel, revised instrument cluster gauges,
and different trim pieces. In early , development began on the L10 series GS [34] [35] under
Yoshihiko Kanamori, with the design process finalizing under new president and CEO Akio
Toyoda's direction in Design patents were filed in Japan on 6 October for the production model
and a conceptual variant on 29 March The LF-Gh featured a large, spindle-shaped front grille,
and press information further indicated that it had a new interior design which included an
analog clock. The vehicle was shown to have a more subtle version of the LF-Gh's spindle
grille, while overall exterior dimensions are almost identical to the previous generation. It was
reported that Toyoda initially opposed the styling choices made for the new model, but since
thanked the design team that persuaded him to greenlight the project. At its debut, the fourth
generation model was shown in rear-wheel drive GS GRL10 form, powered by a V6 engine
linked with a six-speed automatic transmission. New larger inch brakes come standard as well
as inch F Sport wheels, a new front bumper, rear spoiler, F Sport steering wheel, F Sport seats
and a new suspension system with AVS adjustable dampers. The redesigned interior gains the
Lexus Remote Touch mouse controller system in place of the previous touchscreen, linked to a
split-view Other interior features include Mark Levinson surround sound system. Optional
features further include a pre-collision system, Heads-Up Display , blind spot monitor , lane
keep assist , and Driver Monitoring System. For the model year, changes to GS includes an
eight-speed automatic transmission for rear-wheel drive RWD models, introduction of F SPORT
package optional Lexus Dynamic Handling system with dynamic rear steering DRS , electric
power steering, variable gear ratio steering VGRS , integrated Siri Eyes Free mode from Apple
compatible with iPhone 4S and newer , flush mounted sensors for available intuitive park assist,
full color display added to the optional head-up display , available blind spot monitor adds rear
cross traffic alert and power-folding mirrors, Luxury Package changes LED foglamps,
Superchrome finish for inch wheels, and the rear armrest control panel display adds display
option to view radio station and song title information , optional power trunk opener, Lexus
Night View system discontinued. The GS h hybrid model includes a 2. The vehicle was unveiled
at the Shanghai Motor Show. It is a version of Lexus GS h for European market, with 2. The
vehicle went on sale on 11 January Additional changes include revised exterior elements
including front and rear trim, exterior lighting, wheels, and rocker panels , new active safety
features, and a revised infotainment system. The GS t was withdrawn from the North American
market after only two model years. In , Sigma Advanced Racing Development and Lexus entered
a GS h performance hybrid sedan in the 24 Hours of Tokachi race in Hokkaido , Japan, the first
time that a hybrid vehicle was introduced. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be
confused with MG GS. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine,
all-wheel-drive except S model. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine, all-wheel-drive.
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LS has been the brand's luxury flagship sedan. It's gone through a few generations since, with
the latest coming out for the model year. As always, Lexus has prioritized giving you high levels
of comfort and a luxuriously detailed interior. For , the LS has an even smoother ride and
slightly improved fuel efficiency. These updates are welcome. However, rival sedans such as
the BMW 7 Series and Mercedes-Benz S-Class offer similar levels of refinement and technology
plus a wider array of optional engines. Another sedan to consider is the Genesis G90; it offers
similar refinement and features as the LS but for slightly less money. How does the updated
Lexus LS stack up? Read our Expert Rating below to get our in-depth take of its key advantages
and weaknesses. The Lexus LS is offered in only one trim but offers a bevy of stand-alone
options as well as option packages that allow buyers a fair amount of customization. Only one
powertrain is available: a turbocharged V6 engine horsepower, lb-ft of torque mated to a speed
automatic. The LS can be had with either rear- or all-wheel drive. Standard feature highlights
include: LS Comes well equipped with:. Lexus offers several option packages that add luxury
and extra performance for the LS Major ones to look for include:. Dynamic Handling package
Available only with rear-wheel drive and the F Sport package, this adds:. Stand-alone options
for the LS include an air suspension it can adjust the vehicle's ride height , adaptive LED
headlights, a panoramic glass roof, intricate interior wood trim, a speaker Mark Levinson audio
system, a head-up display and a heated wood-trimmed steering wheel. The Lexus LS , is how
every car should be made. Attention to every detail inside and out. The Lexus buying
experience is like no other. I have owned 3 Lexus in the past kept each a long time including a
Ls As I mentioned, very happy to be back home with Lexus. Write a review. See all 1 reviews.
Take a spin in the all-new Lexus LS with Edmunds Senior Writer Mark Takahashi to see if this
fifth-generation evolution lives up to expectations. The previous LS was praiseworthy for its
comfort and craftsmanship but was knocked for its dull driving feel and slow acceleration. The
new LS maintains the best parts of its predecessor and overcomes its drawbacks with engaging
driving dynamics and an appropriate amount of power for a car this size. This is the fifth
generation LS. Now, this all started in when Lexus set the automotive world on its head with the
first LS. It was groundbreaking. No one really had the audacity to think that a Japanese
company could, number one, create a luxury brand. And number two, create something that
was so good. Now, this one isn't nearly as groundbreaking. It's more an evolution. But there are
some really good bits about this. And there's a few that I could do without as well. So let's go
take a look. To be perfectly honest, I haven't been a big fan of the Lexus spindle grill. However,
on this new LS, it does seem to work much better. I like the sculpting. I like all the bevelling. It's

aggressive. It's slightly sporty. It's not trying too hard in some ways. Maybe the grill is a little
too horsey still. But there is a lot of detail there. And there's a certain elegance to it as well. Like
a lot of luxury vehicles out there, you have a power trunk lid. And it's hands free, as long as you
have the key in your pocket. Now, the trunk, it's not as big as some of the luxury flagship
sedans I've seen out there. But it will certainly hold all your stuff. There are some nice cutouts
behind the wheel arches that will definitely get two full sized golf bags in. Now, you also have
the button up here, like you normally do with all power trunk lifts to close it. But it's the same
operation. That's convenient. So the interior of the LS is really well done. The design has a lot of
organic flowing shapes. But it's not overly done. Materials' quality throughout is really quite
good as well. So as you'd expect from a flagship luxury sedan, the ride quality is really nice and
compliant and smooth. It's fairly quiet. I do hear some road noise. But it's not that big of a
problem. And you have the selector up here for the different normal sport modes and custom
modes, rather than down here. So you could just kind of adjust it on the fly, rather than having
to look down and get distracted that way. The one bummer though is they're still using this
trace pad. Now, they're using the latest version of the trace pad, that they have in the LC , but
even that, it's probably one of the worst systems, quite honestly, to use for infotainment. It's
fine if you're parked. But when you're moving, it just takes a lot of effort to make sure you're on
the right hotspot here and they're just kind of bouncing all over the place. Really, truly I wish
they would just go to a regular touch screen, or even the knob that all the Germans are using.
As far as seat comfort is concerned, they're pretty firmly padded. They're not too cushiony and
pillowy. So it feels a little bit like an Audi in that way. There's not a lot of side bolstering. But
one cool thing about the side bolstering is, when you put it in park, it sort of dips down, so you
don't have to climb over it. So I'm on this curving valley road here. I can feel a little bit of body
roll, but it's kind of what you'd expect from any luxury sedan. Throw it in sport plus mode and it
dials way way back. But then, it also starts stiffening up the ride. And the steering also wakes
up in the sport modes. You have manual control over the transmission, if you need it. But as I
was driving this tight, twisty road in, I was surprised, and impressed, by how smartly it was
downshifting as I was hitting the brakes and going into a turn. I had the opportunity open a few
times and kind of carve through a few fun turns. And I can say, yes, this is actually kind of fun
to drive. I'm not a fan of the engine noise. My guess is that it's being piped in through the
speakers. I'll have to verify that. But it's a little too loud for my taste, especially for such a big
luxury sedan. Earlier, I drove the hybrid LS H. It was responsive and it had plenty of passing
power. The brakes also felt like a typical car, not so much a hybrid, where you get a little
softness and a little lack of feel and response. It was just fine. So because of that, I wouldn't be
too surprised to see the hybrid lead for sales. In front of me, I have a really, really big head up
display. I've got navigation. I've got some of the safety features, as well as the driver assistance
in the middle. It's tack sharp. And visually, it looks like it's half a foot in from of the nose of the
car. So focus wise, it's really easy to read and the alerts will pop up right in your vision. Easily
one of the better head up displays. So here I am in the backseat of the LS And this one is
optioned with the executive rear seat, so a lot more comfort to be had back here. However,
much like the infotainment system up front, the one back here is about as easy to use, which is
not quite a good thing. In any case, just demonstrate for you right now, that you can fold the
front seat all the way forward, the headrest tucks in, and it all starts moving forward like that.
And you just have a ton of leg room. You have this ottoman that will come out, nice little leg
rest. So really and truly, you have a level of luxury back here that would be akin to, let's say,
business class before they went to the fold flat sleeper beds. Now, you can still recline quite a
bit. It'd be pretty easy to doze off back here like this. So you do have all the climate control stuff
back here, ventilated seats, heated seats, a full body massage, full body refresh. Now, it's not
like an aggressive shiatsu massage or anything. It's a nice rolling action. And you have the
same functions in the front seats. There's the rear sunshade. There's my sunshade. Under here,
two USB ports. That's pretty good. Decent size cup holders. And materials' quality, it's just like
the front, impeccable. So with Mark Levinson surround sound system option, you even have
some speakers up in the headliner. And these speakers are just kind of everywhere. It's an all
enveloping system. And it sounds amazing. If you're an audiofile, in my opinion, this is one of
the better ones. So those are my initial impressions of the all new Lexus LS In terms of price, it
sits just above the new offerings from Genesis, especially the G It is a marked improvement
when it does come to performance. This thing is actually quite fun to drive. My recommendation
is the hybrid. You get better fuel economy, obviously, and very little sacrifice as a result. For
more information on the Lexus LS , as well as all of its competition, head on over to edmunds. If
you want to see more videos just like this, hit Subscribe. The Mercedes-Benz S-Class is the
standard by which all other current large luxury sedans are judged. The interior deftly mixes
traditional luxury with modern technology in ways the LS just can't quite match. Note also that

there's a fully redesigned S-Class coming for The main reason to consider the LS is its lower
price. Over the years, BMW has shifted the 7 Series' emphasis from performance to comfort.
Rear passenger comfort is supreme, as is ride quality. Both the LS and 7 Series are well
equipped from the start. The updated Genesis G90 offers many of the same amenities plus an
optional V8 engine. The Genesis also undercuts the Lexus on price. It does fall a bit short in the
details, but not by much. For cachet, however, the Lexus is arguably the better car. Available
styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Lexus LS
and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the LS 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow
users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying
about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort,
value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide
shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the LS Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Lexus LS and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the LS
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Lexus LS Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Lexus Lexus LS
Photos Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Library-quiet at highway speeds Ride quality
remains soft, supple and impervious to broken pavement Interior features world-class build
quality and artful materials Cons Touchpad-based infotainment is distracting to use General
lack of sportiness, ceding dynamic advantage to some German rivals Gas pedal doesn't feel
very responsive What's new Retuned suspension improves ride comfort and refinement Small
engine tweaks increase efficiency Minor interior changes, including extra seat padding, and
revised controls Part of the fifth LS generation introduced for The Lexus LS does an admirable
job as an executive sedan. It has an exquisite cabin filled with high-end materials, many
premium features and good value in this prestigious segment. Unfortunately, its clunky user
interface and slow-acting advanced driver aids keep the LS from truly rivaling the class leaders.
You expect luxury sedans of this ilk to have decent power, and the LS' turbocharged V6
delivers. Acceleration from 0 to 60 mph takes 5. That's an average time for a six-cylinder large
luxury sedan. The speed automatic shifts smoothly under hard acceleration but can be a bit
slow to downshift if you suddenly go for a pass on the highway. Braking is smooth and easy
during casual cruising but doesn't quite offer the stopping confidence of competitors when
slowing from higher speeds. The steering is appropriately light for a luxury sedan. You can dial
in some extra heft by switching to a sportier drive mode. The latest LS has decent composure
around turns, but it's still primarily a luxury cruiser. The optional adjustable air suspension
produces a cushy ride on almost any road. Speed bumps are hardly noticeable. Only on
severely broken pavement can the ride feel a little choppy. Large pavement dips can cause
noticeable body movement. Road, wind and engine noise is virtually nonexistent. Seat comfort
is excellent, with the front seats offering a wide range of adjustments in addition to heating,
ventilation and massage. The middle rear seat is pretty stiff and uncomfortable, though suitable

for short trips. The interior looks and feels top-notch. Alas, the LS' challenging user interface
limits our score. The addition of a An easier-to-use button layout would help greatly. There's
plenty of space for four passengers, with lots of headroom and legroom. The driving position is
excellent, thanks to a wide range of adjustability in the steering wheel and driver's seat. The
large doors make getting into the cabin easy, but the wide doorsills make getting out a little
tricky. The standard Lexus Enform app suite isn't very intuitive. The optional speaker Mark
Levinson stereo provides excellent sound quality, even if its "crank it up! The LS has a voice
command system but it doesn't recognize much in the way of natural language. Instead you'll
have to use the system's series of prompts. Lots of standard safety features are present. But
the adaptive cruise control is slow to react to traffic and overly conservative with its following
distances. The forward collision mitigation system is by far the most sensitive of the LS'
systems. You might find it overly so. Our test car applied the brakes in an aggressive fashion on
one occasion even though there was no object ahead. The LS 's trunk is one of the largest in
the class. It accommodates plenty of luggage, though its trapezoid shape it tapers inward near
the rear seats can be somewhat limiting. With bins under the armrests and cutouts in each door,
it has plenty of places for small items inside. For installing child safety seats, there are two
easy-access anchors on each of the outboard seats. But reaching the upper tethers for car
seats can be tricky since they're set far back on the rear deck and there's not much clearance
between them and the roof. These figures are about average for an executive sedan with a V6.
Our all-wheel-drive tester achieved The Lexus LS offers many of the same decadent features as
its German rivals but at a lower cost. In general, you get a lot for your money. The cabin is full of
top-notch materials and build quality is excellent. Our test car had no perceivable panel gaps or
trim inconsistencies. This warranty coverage is about par for the course. The LS' gaping maw
up front is of questionable taste. But once you get inside it's hard not to be awestruck. Interior
design and materials selection are exceptional. It also feels the part when you park it at upscale
shopping or dining locations. Is it fun to drive? Ehh, no. This is a sedan meant to be enjoyed as
a smooth and luxurious cruiser. While there may only be one trim of the Lexus LS, there are
plenty of options available on their own or in packages. Standard feature highlights include:. LS
Comes well equipped with: LED exterior lighting inch wheels Hands-free power trunk Soft-close
doors catch as they're being closed and gently pull shut Sunroof Leather upholstery
Power-adjustable front seats with heating and ventilation Power rear sunshade Read more. Find
savings on the LS for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all LS lease offers. Sponsored
cars related to the LS Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, I returned home to Lexus!
Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a
dealer quote? Active Steering Assist In conjunction with pre-collision warning, the system can
take corrective steering action to avoid or minimize a collision. Lexus LS vs. People who viewed
this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 3 reviews. Related LS Articles. The Edmunds experts
tested the LS both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Lexus LS
fuel economy, so it's important to know that the LS gets an EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 22 mpg,
depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the LS has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Lexus LS is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic
consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the LS
Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the
LS 's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Lexus LS is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the LS
and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the LS is a good car for you. Other versions include: 4dr
Sedan 3. LS variants include 4dr Sedan 3. What do people think of the Lexus LS ? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Lexus LS and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Lexus LS ? Which Lexus LS s are available in my area? Can't find a new Lexus LS s you want in
your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Lexus LS ?
Check out Lexus lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the LS drive? How
comfortable is the LS ? How economical is the LS ? Is the LS a good value? A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car

dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Appropriately designed with a selection of V6 or simply V8 motors,
another-development design crafted this type of persuasive circumstance which it scooped
Best Motors awards for 3 a long time going as a result of It really has been a long time, even
though, given that we might rate this GS on top of the sector. The actual, 4th-development GS is
at their 5th year or so associated with generation along with detects alone squaring away from
to protect against a real Mercedes E-class as well as a Jaguar XF which were newer within , a
particular Audi A6 that has been facelifted during the past year, plus an all of unique BMW 5
Series. Lexus creative designers are learning regarding different ways to help to make your
infotainment manages distinct, with little good results when making these products practical.
There is some sort of awkward touchpad with the NX crossover, during certain old patterns
similar to this GS, Lexus however uses a fabulous hazy coupled with irregular hovering control
in the focus system that experts claim carries on to thwart. It is much like a badly crafted
release within the joysticks in the easily transportable Sony Ps in addition to requirements an
excessive amount recognition as being a worthwhile deal with method despite the fact that
driving a motor vehicle-this really is a circumstance in which Lexus could thrive to check out
numerous competitors which have changed out and even increased the furthermore
embarrassing distant controllers utilizing touch-screen triggering. All of the 15 in. All of the
presently well known GS in. This 18 feet trunk area spanks their levels of competition, which
usually averages close to 14, however the back car seats do not collapse to grow all of the
freight have. Back end-chair legroom can seem to be small just for parents above half a dozen-ft
extra tall, as well as focus tunnel is actually extra tall coupled with huge. The leading focus
system is usually popped as long as a cover is usually slid rearward concerning its actual keep
track of, which will make the back focus spot much less beneficial if perhaps you are
vacationing any type of yardage that has a 5th tenant, one of those experienced superior be
described as a son or daughter. A new infotainment history is normally frustrating, considering
that the GS possesses an if not cabin. All of the hot together with ventilated leather material car
seats happen to be encouraging, typically the brushed-precious metal features seem trendy, as
well as small meets along with work surface surface finishes compare to be able to class
specifications. Our own evaluation automobile experienced some distinctive dark-colored toned
which experts state checked a bit low-priced with good evaluation but in addition refrained the
down sides caused from this widespread glistening keyboard-dark-colored alternate which in
turn stresses finger prints and appears decent mainly with the store. Lexus delivers elective
light weight aluminum and also wide open pore hardwood toned, although they are certainly not
as attractive mainly because people associated with Volvo in addition to Mercedes cabin
rentals. With all the only accessible transmission being paddle moved seven-performance
programmed, typically the GSt zipped provided by absolutely nothing to successfully 60 miles
per hour around 6. L
93 saab 900
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imited to much higher rates truly does typically the drivetrain falter then merely whenever you
need for you to improve easily. It requires an instant with the seven-performance to discover the
correct devices along with take advantage of the engine powerband, seeking how the driver
prepare yourself for any two-lane driving steer. This is simply not atypical with regard to sedans

this amazing big that has a turbo some-tube. The actual payoff is usually enhanced fuel
economy A number of us calculated 24 miles per gallon with our evaluation, here it is EPA
bundled score regarding 26 miles per gallon nevertheless far better than typically the 19
coupled with 20 miles per gallon we have calculated when it comes to assessments within the
GS For all looking to amp within the driving a motor vehicle enjoyment, Lexus gives an F Sport
release within the GS Turbo. You must be logged in to post a comment. Lexus GS. Related
Posts. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.

